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Forgiveness is such a powerful tool because it brings peace to your whole body. Giving your mind a chance to

relax and bring forth all of the goodness and love it has been wanting to embrace you with for as long as you have

been on this earth.

As you move through the LOVE story workbook and allow yourself to think about your NOW story and in what ways

your NOW story has been holding you back, I want you to use this forgiveness practice to move past any horrible

feelings you attach to yourself and to your story.

When you commence writing down your now story you are going to begin feeling the emotions attached to that

particular part of your story. Your ego is going to start calling you names, telling you horrible things and sucker

punch you in the stomach for being such a horrible, shitty person. 

The you of yesterday would allow this to happen. You would allow your ego to run around, yelling and screaming at

you as you sit there and take it. 

But the you in this very moment does not put up with that fucked up behaviour any more. Because you know that

your ego does not run the show. YOU do. Along with your loving voice. 

And, your loving voice is going to guide you as you learn to forgive each and every story within you. You are going

to release your NOW stories so you can reach deep inside to find your NEW story. 

One forgiveness practice I love to use is Ho’oponopono. This is a beautiful ancient Hawaiian forgiveness technique

which uses 4 phrases (I added the last one in myself) to release the negative thoughts and feelings.

As you begin to write your NOW story and you are getting it all out, your hand is rushing across the page furiously

writing them all down, there will no doubt be moments when you will stop, read what you wrote and feel awful that

this happened, you’ll feel disgusted by some of your behaviour, you’ll cry because of what others said and did to

you. You’ll feel angry, ashamed, worthless, lost, confused. All of the not-so-good feelings. 

Firstly, I want you to know it’s ok to feel your feelings. Allow them to come. Don’t back away from them because

they will only come out with full force later on. 

Sit with them for a moment but do not judge. Do not beat yourself up and do not allow yourself to hate yourself

even more than you already do. 

This is when the Ho’oponopono technique really helps. 

Here’s how it works.

In the moment when you are feeling awful and you are reliving your past stories and those feelings attached to

those stories resurface I want you to say to yourself:

It will take a few times of saying this to feel even a bit better but as you use this technique more and more it will

become easier and you really will feel the release of emotions attached to your stories. This is clearing those

negative thoughts and feelings from your mind and your body.

Let's begin

Please forgive me
I’m sorry
Thank you
I love you

I now release you <insert feeling/emotion>
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Continue to use them as you write your NOW story. But you don’t need to stop there. 

You can use this is any situation where forgiveness is needed. If you have a fight with your partner, say the

forgiveness practice to forgive both yourself and your partner adn to clear any tension left between you both.

Your partner will fell this too, even though they might not know why.

If you eat a chocolate bar after dinner even though you promised yourself you wouldn’t, then use the forgiveness

practice to forgive yourself and clear all negative feelings and emotions from your mind and your body.

Forgiveness allows you to move forward instead of cementing yourself in what happened in the past. The past

cannot be changed but the moment you are in right now can be. You can forgive and create a better moment for

yourself in every moment you have here on this beautiful earth. 

You are here to love who you are. Not waste every precious moment beating yourself up about the past. 

I heard this beautiful quote a little while ago and I completely fell in love with not because it is so true. 

Not one single person on this earth can change their past. We need to stop living as though we can. The only thing

we have control over is the moments we have right now. Even the future cannot be controlled because we have

no idea what is going to happen. Focusing on what may be is just as destructive as focusing on what has been. 

Allow yourself to dream of your beautiful life but do not hold the world to it. Release any control and permit

yourself the chance to JUST BE!

Ok, beautiful. It is now time to go and write your NOW story using this forgiveness practice as you move through

the program.

If you get stuck or need to vent or need some support then please use the private facebook group to do so. We

are all here for each other

"Forgiveness is giving up the hope of a better past”.

Let it. Live it. Love it.

Please join the 

Raising Love
Facebook group here
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/raisinglove
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